INKATERRA PERU PROGRAM
Detailed Day by Day Itinerary for Mystic Asia
Peru is a lively fusion of landscapes and influences and Inkaterra offers you a dynamic
travel concept of an itinerary shaped from a menu of possibilities. We strive to provide a
real Peruvian experience by granting a distinctive service that will enable you to enjoy
quality, exclusiveness and high standards, as well as a close and unique contact with the
authentic spirit of Peruvian culture.

11 days / 10 nights: Lima (1 night); Puerto Maldonado (3 nights); Cusco (2 nights) & Machu
Picchu (2 nights); Cusco (1 night) & Lima (1 night)
Arrival date: June 07th, 2011
th

TUESDAY JUN 07
LIMA

-- / -- / --

Upon arrival at Lima International airport, you will be greeted by one of our
representatives, who will give you your arrival kit, your travel details, reconfirmations,
coordinate any last minute changes and transfer you to your hotel and assist you with
check-in and with your baggage.
Lima, the Spanish Vice-Royal capital of South America, is home to some of the
most remarkable colonial mansions, churches, and squares on the continent.
The cosmopolitan districts of San Isidro, Barranco, and Miraflores offer a great
variety of museums, restaurants, and shopping opportunities.

Overnight at Sonesta Posada del Inca El Olivar Hotel or similar.
th

WEDNESDAY JUN 08
LIMA / PUERTO MALDONADO – INKATERRA RESERVA AMAZONICA

B/L/D

Breakfast at your hotel
At proper time you will be transferred to the airport to board your flight to Puerto
Maldonado.
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It is important that you bring only necessary clothing and equipment to the lodge. Due to
weight and space limitations on the boat, we must limit passengers´luggage to only 10
kg. (22 lbs.) per person. Storage is available at Inkaterra Butterfly House, near Puerto
Maldonado airport.
You will soon be arriving to Puerto Maldonado, the gateway to one of the most
remote and extraordinary rainforests in the world. Your journey will take you
into the heart of Tambopata National Park, in the Amazon basin, where you will
experience the magnificent beauty . . . the sounds . . . the scents . . . the colors
and the solitude of the rainforest. You will find yourself surrounded by a vast
natural environment, in a way that many have never experienced before.
Welcome in Puerto Maldonado. Check-in at Inkaterra Butterfly House near the airport
and in only 15 minutes you will be reaching the river pier. Begin to experience the
enchantment of the rainforest as you take a 45-minute boat ride along the Madre de Dios
River to arrive at Inkaterra Reserva Amazonica lodge and 10,000 ha-private
Ecological Reserve.
Satisfy the call of your inner explorer. Discover the magic of our Amazon rainforest
lodge, Inkaterra authentic style, with brilliant bouquets of butterflies and a treetop
canopy walkway. At Inkaterra’s private Amazon Basin reserve, elegant accommodations
blend seamlessly with nature, expert guides lead incomparably memorable adventures.

After a short briefing, settle into your beautiful cabaña and enjoy your lunch in the dining
room. Take a siesta, share a refreshing tea time and get ready for the afternoon
excursion.
On your first day, we recommend a guided walk along the Trail system, into the
Inkaterra Reserva Amazonica natural area, where you will discover the Amazon Basin.
This trail offers an excellent introduction to the forest environment, winding past
impressive trees such as the Shihuahuaco, and the strangely beautiful strangler fig.
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On this first night, we also recommend our River-by-Night excursion — a guided boat
ride downriver from the Inkaterra lodge. Witness the transformation from a diurnal to a
nocturnal world: animals and birds of the daytime give way to species specially adapted
to the night. As you enjoy their paradise, you will learn about their habits, while you
search for nightjars, owls, capybaras and big caimans.
Before dinner, enjoy cocktails, served in the main dining room from 7:30 p.m. to 9:30
p.m.
After dinner, you may retire early to your own cabaña or join us to talk about the
experience of life in the rainforest, as you listen to the intriguing sounds of the jungle at
night.
th

THURSDAY JUN 09
PUERTO MALDONADO – INKATERRA RESEVA AMAZONICA

B/L/D

Rest in bed or rise early — the choice is yours. Breakfast begins at 5:30 a.m., for those
who want to avoid the heat and enjoy nature at its fullest. A full buffet breakfast is
served from 7 a.m. to 9:30 a.m.
Take a 15-minute walk along the trail towards the Inkaterra Canopy Walkway
Interpretation Center. A short briefing will be given about the project history, structure
and the highlights in this unforgettable adventure at the Inkaterra Canopy Walkway. You
will ascend the first tower and walk through the treetops of the giant Amazon Basin,
across hanging bridges. Views unimaginable from below and possible only from the air,
are revealed on this network of towers, bridges and platforms. Be on the lookout for
different birds of the jungle, such as toucans, woodpeckers, trogons, among many
others, or try to identify them through their songs, from the observation decks. Learn
about the interrelationship of the flora and fauna at the various levels of the forest and
its integration into the jungle ecosystem.
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Return to the Inkaterra lodge for lunch. Take a siesta and get ready for your afternoon
excursion.
Early afternoon, you will visit the Sandoval Lake. A 30-minute boat ride takes you to the
Tambopata National Reserve, where wildlife surrounds you as you enjoy the one-and-ahalf hour walk along three kilometers of trails to reach Lake Sandoval. Glide in a wooden
canoe, across a beautiful, mirror-like oxbow lake that is home to the endangered giant
river otter, as well as red howler monkeys, macaws, prehistoric hoatzins, also called
“shanshos”, anacondas, point-tailed palm creepers and side-neck turtles. You will spend
two hours on the lake; looking at all it has to offer.

Take a restoring shower and have dinner in our main restaurant from 7:30 p.m.
Overnight at Inkaterra Reserva Amazonica.
th

FRIDAY JUN 10
PUERTO MALDONADO – INKATERRA RESEVA AMAZONICA

B/L/D

Buffet breakfast at the lodge.
Enjoy a long walk to reach the adventures of Gamitana creek. The sights, scents and
sounds of the jungle will surround you as you walk for one-and-a-half hour, rambling
through the rainforest along the banks of this winding, dark-water creek that is home to
piranhas, caimans, turtles and an abundance of brightly colored birds, towards
“Sanipanga”. When you reach the embarkation point, board a canoe and navigate for a
1-hour ride downstream to the Gamitana Model Farm, appreciating the rich plant and
animal life along the way. Enjoy a short guided tour to learn about an Amazon model
farm. Return to the Inkaterra lodge for lunch.
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In the afternoon, you can relax from all your excursions taking a massage at our
Massage Room. (Spa services at additional cost)

At proper time, you will participate in a “Baño de florecimiento”.
According to ancient beliefs, the “Baño de floreciemiento” or “flowering bath” serves to
renew energy and cleanse the aura. The ceremony is conducted by a local shaman, who
will pray to the spirits of the jungle and with a combination of flowers, medicinal herbs
and aromatic essences in a receptacle with water will start the “bath” to purify
participants of the negative forces.
An la carte dinner is served in our main restaurant from 7:30 p.m.
Overnight at Inkaterra Reserva Amazonica.
th

SATURDAY JUN 11
PUERTO MALDONADO – CUSCO

B / -- / --

Enjoy a full breakfast before departure.
A 1-hour return trip by boat on the Madre de Dios River takes you to Puerto Maldonado,
where you may visit the Inkaterra Butterfly House. Peru boasts the greatest variety of
butterflies in the world, with 3,700 known species. Many of these can be seen at the
Butterfly House, a showcase for the variety, beauty and adaptability of these fascinating
insects.

Assistance on boarding your flight to Cusco.
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Cusco is the ancient capital and spiritual heart of the Inca Empire and a Colonial
center. During the visit, you will discover marvelous Inca buildings as well as
Andean Baroque structures from the Colonial Period among its unique cobbled
stoned streets. Cusco is nowadays recognized for its extraordinary handicrafts
and home to some of Peru’s most talented textile and ceramics’ artists, good
restaurants and fun nightlife.
Upon arrival at Cusco airport you will be greeted by one of our representatives for a
private transfer to your hotel, Inkaterra La Casona.
Lunch at your leisure.
In the afternoon, take a half-day private guided journey throughout the city of Cusco,
where you will visit the recently restored cathedral, located next to the main plaza, and
see the city’s greatest collections of colonial art. Then, stop by the famous QoriKancha,
or Temple of the Sun, originally the Inca Empire’s richest temple, where, then the
Spanish built a Catholic church.

Afterwards, visit Cusco’s main ruins in the outskirts of the city. Sacsayhuamán, which in
Quechua means “satisfied falcon,” is thought to be of religious and military significance;
it is the most impressive ruin close to the city of Cusco. Thought to be a hunting lodge,
Puca Pucará, which means “red fort” in Quechua, is a rock structure that looks pink in
some lights. Later visit Qenko, which means “zigzag” in Quechua and consists of a large
limestone riddled with niches, steps and carvings, including zigzagging channels that
gave the site its name. Finally, visit Tambomachay (Cavern Lodge), commonly referred
to as the Baños del Inca or Inca Baths. Tambomachay was a site used for ritual bathing,
with an excellent quality of the stonework suggesting that its use was restricted to the
higher nobility for ceremonial occasions. The last stop is back at the city’s artistic district
of San Blas and browse its galleries and artisan shops.
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Dinner at your leisure.
Discover an elegant fusion of colonial and Inca culture. Inkaterra La Casona is a striking
16th century manor house, has been meticulously restored as an 11-suite luxury hotel,
celebrating Cusco’s hybrid history and tradition. Inca legacies and colonial furnishings
blend with contemporary comforts and impeccable services.

Overnight in your Suite at Inkaterra La Casona.
th

SUNDAY JUN 12
CUSCO - SACRED VALLEY OF THE INCAS - CUSCO

B / L / --

Enjoy a complete breakfast in our Dining Room or if your prefer request it at your Suite.
Start an interesting full day excursion visiting Ollantaytambo, the oldest continuously
occupied settlement in the Americas, which shows the best surviving example of Inca city
planning. Its fortress, with its extremely well built walls, was both a temple and a
fortress to the Incas. The spectacular steep terraces that guard the Inca complex mark
one of the few places where the Conquerors lost a major battle. The temple area is at the
top of steep terracing, which helped to provide excellent defenses. Stones used for these
buildings were brought from a quarry high up on the opposite side of the Urubamba River
- an incredible feat involving the efforts of thousands of workers.

Lunch at “Hacienda Huayoccari”; this beautiful ranch located in the Urubamba Valley has
an exclusive atmosphere, surrounded by a display of original paintings belonging to the
Cusco Art School and a collection of popular art.

Proceed to the Pisac village and its traditional market which contains two sections: a
daily one for tourists and a once-a-week for the local community. Traditionally, Sunday is
the day when people of the highlands come down to exchange their products such as
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vegetables, weavings and pottery, for essentials such as salt, sugar and rice in a trade
called “trueque”. On the town’s plaza, the church and a small interesting “Museo
folclórico” can be found.

Late afternoon, return to your hotel.
Dinner at leisure.
Overnight in your Suite at Inkaterra La Casona.
th

MONDAY JUN 13
CUSCO- MACHU PICCHU

B/L/D

Enjoy a complete breakfast in our dining room or if your prefer request it at your Suite.
It is important that you bring only necessary clothing and equipment to Machu Picchu.
Due to Train company’s weight rules they limit passengers´luggage to only 5 kg. (11
lbs.) per person. Storage is available at Inkaterra La Casona.
At proper time private transfer to Ollantaytambo train Station, to board your train service
train to Machu Picchu.

Upon arrival in Machu Picchu pueblo (Aguas Calientes), you will be greeted by one of our
hotel representatives who will assist you with your luggage and escort you to Inkaterra
Machu Picchu Pueblo Hotel.
Inkaterra Machu Picchu Pueblo Hotel, a rustic boutique hotel in the heart of the Machu
Picchu Historical Sanctuary. Cozy whitewashed cottages constructed from local materials
line the stone pathways, giving this intimate 85-room, suite and villa hotel the look of a
lovely Andean village.
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Check-in in your Casita where hotel services will be explained and where you will plan
activities on the hotel grounds, spa treatments and other services.
Enjoy lunch in our Main Restaurant until 4.00 p.m.
This afternoon, you may enjoy some guided activities included in the grounds of the hotel
such as:
Organic Tea Plantation
Visit our organic tea (Camellia sinensis) plantation and tea house to discover the wonders
of the traditional tea making process. Take part as the freshly picked leaves are pressed
over wooden blocks and finally seal your own tea bag. A glass of fresh iced-tea from the
Tea House at the hotel lobby completes the experience.
Twilight
This early evening walk is designed to connect on a spiritual level with the environment
and the historical energy of the Machu Picchu area. With special attention placed on
nature's core elements like an enchanting waterfall, also sacred pre-Inca pictographs,
and then the walk pauses at the Rocotal Observatory.

Feel the absence of time having a drink in front of one of the fireplaces in the lobby; then
continue to dinner in our Main Restaurant.
Overnight at Inkaterra Machu Picchu Pueblo Hotel.
th

TUESDAY JUN 14
MACHU PICCHU

B/L/D

Buffet breakfast with eggs, cereals, fruit, and fresh bread in the Main Restaurant.
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Early in the morning you will be contacted by your assigned private guide to proceed on
a sunrise guided visit through the ruins and surroundings of the ancient Machu Picchu
Citadel; experience the energy and atmosphere of one of the most significant and
spectacular archaeological sites on the planet. This excursion includes a privately
escorted visit to the ruins with our certified guide; the enigmatic city is explored for 3 to
4 hours, including an explanation of its history and mystery.
Machu Picchu, one of the new 7 wonders of the world for its amazing
archaeological heritage, is proved to have been the favored country retreat for
the royal family and Inca Nobility. The imposing surrounding mountains, the
natural beauty of its cloud forest and its significant lower altitude than Cusco
inspired the Incas to build Machu Picchu Citadel. Today, travelers enjoy the
spirituality and mystery of the region through many activities offered in the
Park.

Return to the hotel for lunch in our Main Restaurant.
In the afternoon, relax trying a de-stress massage in our Unu Spa. This massage helps
de-tress the body and restores physical, mental and emotional balance. The massage
therapist uses techniques designed to help guests recover flexibility and achieve
maximum relaxation. (Spa services at additional cost)

Enjoy Tea Time at our bar lounge. A selection of organic tea from our tea house is served
accompanied with delicious brownies and cookies.
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At proper time, you will participate in the “Pay the Earth Ceremony”, an ancestral and
mystical Ceremony and custom of indigenous Andean cultures. Led by a shaman from
the surrounding Andean Highlands, and performed in one of the gardens of the hotel, the
ceremony involves making an offering of small amounts of native Andean cereals, grains
and fruits, together with coca leaf. The ceremony invokes the Apus, spirits of the sacred
mountains and the four elements: the three levels of life (hanan pacha — the world
above; kay pacha —this world; and ukhu pacha — the underworld) represented by the
components of the offering, and a ritual toast (challa) of chicha de jora (native corn
beer). The service ends with the ritual burning of the offerings so these, as the belief
goes, go back to where they came from, into the sky, while the remaining ashes are
buried under the ground to complete the cycle.

Dinner is served in our Main Restaurant from 6.00 p.m.
Overnight at Inkaterra Machu Picchu Pueblo Hotel.
th

WEDNESDAY JUN 15
MACHU PICCHU - CUSCO

B / -- / --

Buffet breakfast at your hotel.
Spend the morning joining the excursions inside our property such as:
Bird watching (6.30h)
Walk early in the morning to take advantage of the optimum time for a cloud-forest bird
watching tour. You will be able to observe some of the 192 registered species, of which
18 are hummingbirds, such as the torrent duck, the white-capped dipper, the cock-ofthe-rock or the golden-headed quetzal.
At proper time, be assisted to the Machu Picchu pueblo (Aguas Calientes) train station to
board your train back to Ollantaytambo. Upon arrival at the train station, you will be
welcomed for your private representative and transferred to your hotel in Cusco.
Overnight in your Suite at Inkaterra La Casona.
th

THURSDAY JUN 16
CUSCO – LIMA

B / -- / --

Enjoy a complete breakfast in our dining room or if your prefer request it at your Suite.
At proper time, private transfer to the airport and assistance to board your flight back to
Lima. Upon your arrival you will be contacted by one of our representatives and
transferred to your hotel.
Overnight at Sonesta Posada del Inca El Olivar Hotel or similar - TBC.
th

FRIDAY JUN 17
LIMA

B / L / --

Breakfast at your hotel.
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Enjoy a full-day sightseeing of Lima. Start the visit at Plaza San Martín and Plaza Mayor,
where you will observe the Government Palace, the Archbishop Palace, the Cathedral and
The City Hall, as well as the San Francisco Church which constitutes the best example of
colonial religious art in America. Then, visit the most traditional and historic residential
areas in the capital city.

Enjoy lunch at the Café del Museo restaurant, surrounded by lovely gardens, which, in
2009, won the prize for the best gardens in Lima. It was designed by renown Peruvian
architect Jordi Puig, and truly looks like a piece of art itself. It has a really peaceful and
quiet atmosphere due to the harmony created by the confrontation with nature; it is then
one of the few places in Lima where you feel like in the countryside, away from the city
noises and stress.
After lunch, visit the recently and totally renovated Larco
Museum. Browse the Museum display of 45,000 archaeological
objects considered to be pre-Columbian art icons around the
world; chronologically exhibited in impressive galleries showing
the continuous development of 3,000 years of Peru’s preColumbian history. Delight in its beautiful gardens, located inside
a unique viceroyalty mansion dating back to the XVIIIth. Century
and be awed by its finest old Peruvian gold and silver collection
as well one of the most famous erotic art collections.
At appropriate time transfer to the airport to board your International flight. A 3-hour
advance check-in is required.

END OF OUR SERVICES
MEALS PLAN:
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L= Lunch

D= Dinner
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